
Important notes
• Problems X and Y are given out at 9:00.
• Problems A�H are given out at 10:00.
• Your program has to read the problem input from the standard input and write the solution to thestandard output.
• Your program has to return 0 as return ode.
• End of line is denoted by a single harater of ode 10, both in the input and the output.
• The last line of the input is terminated by a new line harater and you have to output a new lineharater after the last line of the output.
• The o�ial lok of the ontest is the lok of the server. You an see the urrent time on thesubmission server webpages. (Do not forget to refresh to see the urrent time.)
• Due to some possible performane issues, we do not reommend using the iostream library in C++.
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Problem X: MoviesIntrodutionThe small town of Uniinema has only one movie theater. The hoie of �lms is very limited: the inemaplays one of 26 possible �lms every night. If on some day i the inema plays the same movie as on theprevious day i − 1, the we say that day i was a boring day. Given the shedule of the movies, your taskis to ount the number of boring days.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining at most1000 haraters. The haraters are between 'A' and 'Z' and they denote the sequene of movies playedin the inema.The input is terminated by a line ontaining '0'.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single integer on a separate line: the number of boring days.Sample inputABCDAABBBCDD0 Sample output04
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Problem Y: Sushi PartyIntrodutionYou are organizing a party for your friends. To have some food for the evening, you bought some numberof sushi rolls. In order to avoid any bad feelings, you want to ensure that everyone gets the same numberof sushi rolls (inluding you), but everyone has to get more than one. For example, if you have 20 sushirolls, then you an invite 1, 3, 4, or 9 friends. Your task is to write a program that, given the number ofsushi rolls, gives you a suggestion on how many friends to invite.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining a singleinteger 1 ≤ n ≤ 10000. The input is terminated by a line ontaining '0'.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single positive integer on a separate line: a possible number ofguests to invite. If it is not possible to invite guests at all for this number of sushi rolls, then output 'Nosolution.' (without the quotes).Sample input121411200
Sample output36No solution.1
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Problem A: Strange OrderingIntrodutionLet us onsider the set of integer numbers between 1 and n inlusive. Let us order them lexiographially(i.e., like in the voabulary), for example, for n = 11 the order would be: 1, 10, 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.Let us denote the position of the number k in this ordering as qn,k. For example, q11,2 = 4. Givennumbers k and m �nd the smallest n suh that qn,k = m.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line ontaining twointegers k and m (1 ≤ k, m ≤ 109), separated by a spae. The input is terminated by a blok with
k = m = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output a single integer on a separate line. If there exists an n suh that
qn.k = m, then write to the output the smallest suh n, otherwise write 0.Sample input2 42 1100000001 10000000001000000000 110 0

Sample output1101000000008888888790
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Problem B: CatusIntrodutionCatus is a onneted undireted graph in whih every edge lies on at most one simple yle. Intuitively,atus is a generalization of a tree where some yles are allowed. Your task �rst is to verify if the givengraph is a atus or not. Important di�erene between a atus and a tree is that in a atus we mightbe able to delete edges suh that the resulting subgraph is also a atus. (Note that a atus has to beonneted, thus the subgraph annot ontain isolated verties.) The number of suh subgraphs (inludingthe graph itself) determines atusness of a graph (this number is one for a atus that is just a tree).The atusness of a graph that is not a atus is onsidered to be zero.
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A atus Not a atus Not a atusThe �rst graph on the piture is a atus with atusness 35. The seond graph is not a atus beauseedge (2, 3) lies on two yles. The third graph is not a atus beause it is not onneted.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase begins with a line ontaining two integernumbers n and m (1 ≤ n ≤ 20000, 0 ≤ m ≤ 1000). Here n is the number of verties in the graph. Vertiesare numbered from 1 to n. Edges of the graph are represented by a set of edge-distint paths, where m isthe number of suh paths.Eah of the following m lines ontains a path in the graph. A path starts with an integer number ki

(2 ≤ ki ≤ 1000) followed by ki integers from 1 to n. These ki integers represent verties of a path. A pathan go to the same vertex multiple times, but every edge is traversed exatly one in the whole input �le.There are no multiedges in the graph (there is at most one edge between any two verties).The input is terminated by a blok with n = m = 0.OutputFor eah test ase in the input, you have to output a single integer on a separate line: the atusness ofthe given graph. Note that atusness an be a very very large number.5



Sample Input14 39 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 37 2 9 10 11 12 13 102 2 1410 27 1 2 3 4 5 6 16 3 7 8 9 10 25 14 1 2 3 40 0
Sample Output3500
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Problem C: SubwayIntrodutionUltrabandu, the apital ity of the Bandulu Kingdom, has a subway system in the form of a tree, i.e.between any pair of stations, there is one and only one way of going by subway. There is a big entralstation at the Royal Palae. Imagine you are a tourist in Ultrabandu and you want to explore all of thesubway system. You start at the entral station and pik a subway line at random and jump aboard thesubway ar. Every time you arrive at a station, you pik one of the subway lines that leads to a stationthat you have not visited. If there is none left to explore at your urrent station, you take the subway linebak on whih you �rst ame to the station, until you eventually have traveled along all of the lines twie,one for eah diretion. At that point you are bak at the entral station. Afterwards, all you rememberof the order of your exploration is whether you went further away from the entral station or bak towardsit at any given time, i.e. you ould enode your tour as a binary string, where 0 enodes taking a subwayline getting you one station further away from the entral station, and 1 enodes getting you one stationloser to the entral station.After a long day of exploring the ity, you relax at one of the �ne pubs in Ultrabandu. You are drinkingbeer with another tourist who also spent the day exploring the subway system. Somewhat surprisingly,he enoded his tour the same way as you: 0 means going away from the entral station, 1 means goingloser to the entral station. However, he obtained a di�erent sequene of 0's and 1's than you. Did oneof you make a mistake in the enoding, or is it possible that the two di�erent sequenes enode the samesubway system? Your task is to write a program that deides whether the two sequenes enode the samesubway system or not.
001001110100101101000110110010110100101100100111To the left: A subway tree system. The larger dot is the entral station. To the right: Three out ofseveral possible enodings of exploration tours for the subway system.InputOn the �rst line of input is a single positive integer n, telling the number of test senarios to follow. Eahtest senario onsists of two lines, eah ontaining a string of the haraters '0' and '1' of length at most3000, both desribing a orret exploration tour of a subway tree system.OutputFor eah test senario, output one line ontaining the text 'same' (without quotes) if the two stringsmay enode exploration tours of the same subway tree system, or the text 'different' if the two stringsannot be exploration tours of the same subway tree system.
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Sample input20010011101001011010001101100101101001011001001110011000111010101
Sample inputsamedifferent
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Problem D: IP NetworksIntrodutionAlex is administrator of IP networks. His lients have a bunh of individual IP addresses and he deidedto group all those IP addresses into the smallest possible IP network. Eah IP address is a 4-byte numberthat is written byte-by-byte in a deimal dot-separated notation �byte0.byte1.byte2.byte3� (quotes areadded for larity). Eah byte is written as a deimal number from 0 to 255 (inlusive) without extraleading zeroes.IP network is desribed by two 4-byte numbers�network address and network mask. Both networkaddress and network mask are written in the same notation as IP addresses. In order to understand themeaning of network address and network mask you have to onsider their binary representation. Binaryrepresentation of IP address, network address, and network mask onsists of 32 bits: 8 bits for byte0 (mostsigni�ant to least signi�ant), followed by 8 bits for byte1, followed by 8 bits for byte2, and followed by8 bits for byte3.IP network ontains a range of 2n IP addresses where 0 ≤ n ≤ 32. Network mask always has 32 − n�rst bits set to one, and n last bits set to zero in its binary representation. Network address has arbitrary
32 − n �rst bits, and n last bits set to zero in its binary representation. IP network ontains all IPaddresses whose 32−n �rst bits are equal to 32−n �rst bits of network address with arbitrary n last bits.We say that one IP network is smaller than the other IP network if it ontains fewer IP addresses. Forexample, IP network with network address 194.85.160.176 and network mask 255.255.255.248 ontains 8IP addresses from 194.85.160.176 to 194.85.160.183 (inlusive).InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah ase begins with a line ontaining a single integer
1 ≤ m ≤ 1000. The following m lines ontain IP addresses, one address on a line. An IP address mayappear more than one in the input �le.The input is terminated by a blok with m = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, you have to output two lines that desribe the smallest possible IP network thatontains all IP addresses from the input �le. Write network address on the �rst line and network maskon the seond line.Sample Input3194.85.160.177194.85.160.183194.85.160.1780

Sample Output194.85.160.176255.255.255.248
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Problem E: FoldingIntrodutionBill is trying to ompatly represent sequenes of apital alphabeti haraters from 'A' to 'Z' by foldingrepeating subsequenes inside them. For example, one way to represent a sequene AAAAAAAAAABABABCCDis 10(A)2(BA)B2(C)D. He formally de�nes folded sequenes of haraters along with the unfolding trans-formation for them in the following way:
• A sequene that ontains a single harater from 'A' to 'Z' is onsidered to be a folded sequene.Unfolding of this sequene produes the same sequene of a single harater itself.
• If S and Q are folded sequenes, then SQ is also a folded sequene. If S unfolds to S′ and Q unfoldsto Q′, then SQ unfolds to S′Q′.
• If S is a folded sequene, then X(S) is also a folded sequene, where X is a deimal representationof an integer number greater than 1. If S unfolds to S′, then X(S) unfolds to S′ repeated X times.Aording to this de�nition it is easy to unfold any given folded sequene. However, Bill is muh moreinterested in the reverse transformation. He wants to fold the given sequene in suh a way that theresulting folded sequene ontains the least possible number of haraters.InputThe input �le ontains several test ases. Eah test ase onsists of a single line of haraters from 'A' to'Z' with at least 1 and at most 200 haraters.The input is terminated by a line ontaining '0'.OutputFor eah test ase, output a single line that ontains the shortest possible folded sequene that unfolds tothe sequene that is given in the input �le. If there are many suh sequenes then write any one of them.Sample InputAAAAAAAAAABABABCCDMAKMAKYESYESYESMAKMAKYESYESYES0 Sample Output9(A)3(AB)CCD2(2(MAK)3(YES))
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Problem F: PearlsIntrodutionIn Pearlania everybody is fond of pearls. One ompany, alled The Royal Pearl, produes a lot of jewelrywith pearls in it. The Royal Pearl has its name beause it delivers to the royal family of Pearlania. Butit also produes braelets and neklaes for ordinary people. Of ourse the quality of the pearls for thesepeople is muh lower then the quality of pearls for the royal family. In Pearlania pearls are separated into100 di�erent quality lasses. A quality lass is identi�ed by the prie for one single pearl in that qualitylass. This prie is unique for that quality lass and the prie is always higher then the prie for a pearlin a lower quality lass.Every month the stok manager of The Royal Pearl prepares a list with the number of pearls neededin eah quality lass. The pearls are bought on the loal pearl market. Eah quality lass has its ownprie per pearl, but for every omplete deal in a ertain quality lass one has to pay an extra amount ofmoney equal to ten pearls in that lass. This is to prevent tourists from buying just one pearl.The Royal Pearl is su�ering from the slowdown of the global eonomy. Therefore the ompany needsto be more e�ient. The CFO (hief �nanial o�er) has disovered that he an sometimes save moneyby buying pearls in a higher quality lass than is atually needed. No ustomer will blame The RoyalPearl for putting better pearls in the braelets, as long as the pries remain the same. For example 5pearls are needed in the 10 Euro ategory and 100 pearls are needed in the 20 Euro ategory. That willnormally ost: (5 + 10) · 10 + (100 + 10) · 20 = 2350 Euro. Buying all 105 pearls in the 20 Euro ategoryonly osts: (5 + 100 + 10) · 20 = 2300 Euro.The problem is that it requires a lot of omputing work before the CFO knows how many pearls anbest be bought in a higher quality lass. You are asked to help The Royal Pearl with a omputer program.Your task is to write a program that, given a list with the number of pearls and the prie per pearl indi�erent quality lasses, give the lowest possible prie needed to buy everything on the list. Pearls an bebought in the requested, or in a higher quality lass, but not in a lower one.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. Eah test ase starts with a line ontaining the number ofategories 1 ≤ c ≤ 100. Then, c lines follow, eah with two numbers ai and pi. The �rst of these numbersis the number of pearls ai needed in a lass (1 ≤ ai ≤ 1000). The seond number is the prie per pearl piin that lass (1 ≤ pi ≤ 1000). The qualities of the lasses (and so the pries) are given in asending order.All numbers in the input are integers.The input is terminated by a blok with c = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, output a single line ontaining a single number: the lowest possible prie needed tobuy everything on the list.Sample input2100 1100 231 101 11100 120
Sample input3301344
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Problem G: World DestrutionIntrodutionThe mad sientist Dotor Fator is devising a plan to destroy the world. The plan is to plae a numberof high-yield nulear bombs in di�erent plaes around the world, so that their simultaneous detonationwill destroy everything on the planet. For the purpose of planning this operation, bombs have destrutiondistane�the distane from the point of bomb's detonation to all the plaes where everything is onsidereddestroyed.Plaes for the bombs have been already seleted. Now Dotor Fator wants to minimize the ostof prodution for the bombs. It is expensive to design atomi bombs tailored for di�erent destrutiondistanes, so the idea is to design a bomb with a spei� destrution distane and to produe bombsaording to this design for all the seleted plaes. The problem is to �nd the minimal required destrutiondistane for the bomb design, so that destrution of the whole world is ensured.
PSfrag replaements λ

φ

For this problem the world is modeled as a sphere of a unit radius. The oordinates of the seletedpoints for the bombs are spei�ed in geographi oordinate system with latitude φ (−90◦ < φ < 90◦) andlongitude λ (−180◦ < λ ≤ 180◦). Latitude is the angle between a point and the equator, and longitudeis the angle between a point and the prime meridian. The bombs are never plaed on the poles, so theirlatitude is always less than 90 degrees by its absolute value.Distanes for destrution purposes are measured on the sphere. For example, the distane between thepoles is exatly π. The world is onsidered destroyed if the distane from any point on the sphere to thelosest bomb is less or equal to the destrution radius.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. The �rst line of the input �le ontains a single integernumber n (1 ≤ n ≤ 20), the number of the bombs. The following n lines desribe the plaes of the bombs.Eah line ontains two integer numbers φi and λi (−90 < φ < 90,−180 < λ ≤ 180), latitude and longitudeof the bomb. No two bombs are situated in the same plae.The input is terminated by a blok with n = 0.OutputFor eah test ase, output a single number: the minimal destrution radius of the bombs that ensuresdestrution of the whole world. The answer must be preise up to 10−6.
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Sample Input459 3053 8341 6941 410
Sample Output2.864479
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Problem H: Tourist ProgrammesIntrodutionCity Tourist O�e o�ers several sightseeing programmes in the ity. Eah attrative plae in the ityis loated at a street juntion. The route of eah programme starts at the entral juntion and visitsattrative plaes and �nally returns to the entral juntion. For e�ieny reason, any programme routevisits any juntion at most one. The o�e o�ers any possible suh round trip for programme. Touristgroups an walk in both diretions in any street, but the struture of the streets is very speial, beauseany juntion is the juntion of either two or four streets. Beause of this struture, it may happen, thatsome attrative plae an not be visited by any programme.You are to write a program that omputes the street juntions that an not be visited by any pro-gramme.InputThe input ontains several bloks of test ases. The �rst line of eah ase ontains two integers n and m,where n (3 ≤ n ≤ 10000) is the number of street juntions and m is the number of streets. The streetjuntions are identi�ed by the integers from 1 to n. The identi�er of the entral juntion is 1. Eah ofthe next m lines ontains two integers p and q, that means that there is a street between juntion p and
q. For any two di�erent juntions there is at most one street between them.The input is terminated by a blok with n = 0 and m = 0.OutputFor eah test ase in the input, you have to output two lines. The �rst line must ontain a single integer
k, the number of juntions that are not ontained in any programme. The seond line should ontain knumbers separated by a single spae, the identi�ers of the juntions in asending order. If k = 0, then theseond line must be an empty line.Sample input5 71 21 42 33 42 45 24 56 71 22 33 44 55 66 44 10 0

Sample input025 6
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